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President’s Message

N

ew Years Greetings fellow conservationists!

A couple of days ago I was about to write on how the hard bite of winter has hampered trout fishing opportunities. But this is the South, where in January a high of 34° can be followed in a couple of
days by a high of 65°. Looks like high in the 50’s through mid-month, so enjoy the winter solitude if
you have a chance.
Now that we are past the holiday season, and are focusing on the year ahead, I would like to offer an opportunity to all
of you to reconnect with the Pisgah Chapter of T.U. at this month’s chapter meeting on Thursday, January 12 th. The
meeting will, in my opinion, offer another representative snapshot of what the chapter is all about. We will hear how
the chapter is allocating resources, as our Treasurer Skip Sheldon will give a brief overview of this year’s budget.
This will illustrate the many things our chapter accomplishes with the monies received from our various fund raising
efforts. (By the way, please respond to our capital campaign drive if you have not already).
We will also hear from our friend Damon Hearne, the Trout Unlimited Southeast Land Protection Coordinator, to
which PCTU gives support. Damon will bring us up to date on past, current and future projects he is working on relative to land conservation in our southeastern trout watersheds.
And not to be missed will be a timely presentation by Brandon Apodaca (along with Joe Moore) on the strategies and
tactics necessary for fly-fishing our region in mid-winter.
So there you have it, chapter update, knowledge of regional coldwater conservation efforts, and expert advice on improving your mid-winter fishing successes, all a part of how PCTU serves its members. All you have to do is show up
and enjoy the camaraderie. Mark your calendar for next month’s meeting (February 9th), as PCTU will hold our annual Fly Tying Workshop!
Peace,
Mark Byington
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From The Editor

M

y thanks to Tim Asbury for his fine article on page 3 Redfish fishing along the golden coast of
Georgia.

I don’t need to tell anyone about the problem the print media faces today. Fly fishing magazines are having
the same problem, and maybe worse since we are a small segment of the population (and getting smaller). On
pages 4, 5 and 6 is an article by Rick Hafele one of the writers for a new online e-magazine
HOOKEDNOW. The other writers are : Dave Hughes and Skip Morris. All are well known writers. The
January issue is about trout fishing in winter. The cost of this e-zine is $7.95 for 6 issues (bi-monthly). Dave
Hughes on Winter Nymphs, Skip Morris on Winter Trout Flies. To receive your free copy of the January
issue go to: hookednow.com
On page 7 Tim Schubmehl took another walk with his camera on the Davidson River. The area shown this
month is below Coontree to Station 4.
On pages 8 and 9 I’m going to tell you more about me than you ever wanted to know in Extra! Extra!
jh
OUR VISION
Pursue a future where healthy populations of native and wild cold water fish thrive in the Western North Carolina region for following generations to enjoy.

OUR MISSION
Conserve, protect and restore cold water fisheries and their watersheds in the Western North
Carolina region.

Snags and Snarls
Jacob Baker
Dave Smith
Bryson Stalnaker

is published eleven times a year by the Pisgah Chapter of Trout Unlimited, a non profit organization for its members and supporters.
Address comments to:
Snags & Snarls
PO Box 841
Hendersonville NC 28793-0841
E-Mail jimhosk@bellsouth.net
The Pisgah Chapter web site is:
http://www.pisgahchaptertu.org
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Redfish fishing along the golden coast of Georgia.

I

was spending the fall break with my family at Jekyll Island. I took the opportunity to do some fishing while I
was down at the coast. I called up Captain Dave Edens of Flycast Charters and arraigned for a six hour guided
trip to hit the flats around Jekyll Island and St. Simmons Island in search of redfish on the fly.
The trip started at 8:00 in the morning. Captain Dave picked me up in his 17 foot
flats boat on Jekyll island and we scouted out a red fish flat right across from the
pier. We had no luck there but it was still early in the morning so we headed out
to the next flat. On the way there I found out more about Captain Dave. He originally grew up in and around Brevard so he was very familiar with the local trout
fishing. He graduated from The University of Georgia (Go Dawgs! Sorry I did
also.)
The next flat proved to be more productive with me hooking up and landing a
nice fish. We were fishing the outgoing tide so we were sight fishing to the reds with a purple/black clouser. An 8 or
9 weight is a nice rod to bring down. The one thing that I will do the next time is practice my double haul. I am a little rusty as my midge fishing normally does not call for the double haul on a routine basis.
The day just kept on getting better weather wise with a bright blue sky and
plenty of casting opportunities to the fish. I just needed an extra 10-15 feet
to my cast and I am sure I would have hooked up more fish.
Currently Dave is guiding out of the St. Simons/Jekyll Island area with a 17
foot Maverick flats boat set up for flats fishing. If you don’t have the rod
and or equipment he has it all. As an added bonus Captain Dave has his
FFF casting certification so he can help
you iron out those quirks in your casting
or get you started on doing a double
haul.
In this picture you can see the old and the new bridge off Jekyll Island. There is a
red fish flat just beyond the old bridge in this picture. I did take my kayak out the
next day and saw tailing fish just this side of the new bridge (Far left hand side of
the picture)
According to Captain Dave, December is a great month to go down and fish for
the reds. Less wind and the breezes are normally blowing in from a more favorable direction. Check out his web site flycastcharters.com for more info and some
great fly tying patterns and fishing tips.
Tim Asbury
Tim is a PCTU member and lives in Hendersonville
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Rick Hafele on Winter Bugs & Nymph Fishing

I

n some ways there is no
better time to fish nymphs
than winter. You know the
usual quote; Nymphs make up
70 to 80 percent of a trout’s
diet. Well, in the winter that
number goes up. I’m not sure
by how much, but given that
there are few hatches and
fewer to no terrestrial insects
to eat, trout have little left to
eat but nymphs. Another reason nymphs matter in the winter is that most aquatic
insects are at their greatest abundance as nymphs or
larvae during the winter. Thus when hatches and terrestrial insects are at their lowest numbers, nymphs and
larvae are at their highest. The end result is that for
most successful winter trout fishing you will need to
fish nymphs.
Because the greatest abundance of nymphs occur in the winter, there is going to be a wide variety of
nymphs in a healthy trout stream for trout to choose
from. Sometimes this means just about any buggy
looking nymph pattern will catch fish. But it can also
mean that if trout have a lot to choose from they get
choosy. So just because the water’s cold and you have
ice in your guides don’t expect the trout to fall over
themselves for just any old fly you throw to them.
Just as in other seasons I like to have some idea
of what type of aquatic insects are abundant when I’m
fishing in he winter, so I still take a little time to sample the bugs in the stream and look for clues for what
would be most available for trout to eat. Mostly I look
for insects I know are active and likely to be drifting in
the current.
At the top of this list are mayflies with swimming nymphs. The most important of these are the blue
-winged olives (Family Baetidae; genus Baetis). These
little guys can be very abundant throughout the winter
and because they are active swimmers they end up
drifting in the current - a lot. Trout feeding studies also
show that trout have a high preference for Baetis
nymphs whenever they are present. So when bluewinged olive (BWO) nymphs are abundant, the Kyrstal
flash BWO nymph is my first choice.
I think the keys to this little nymph are it’s
slender silhouette, flashy body, buggy thorax, and
sinkability, meaning the materials it is tied with help it
sink. As a bonus it’s also easy to tie and very durable.
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I have four nymphs patterns I don’t want to be
without when fishing in the winter:
Krystal Flash BWO Nymph (Rick Hafele)

Hook: 1X short scud hook, size 16-18
Thread: Tan 8/0
Tails: 4-8 tan hackle fibers
Body: 4-6 strands of Krystal flash twisted together to form
rope. Keep body slender.
Wingcase: Same as body
Thorax & Legs: Pine squirrel dubbing with guard hairs

Krystal Flash Green Rock Worm (Rick Hafele)

Hook: 2X long nymph hook, size 10-14
Head: Gold bead
Weight: 12 turns non-lead wire, diameter of hook shank
Thread: Green 6/0 or 8/0
Body: 4-6 strands of green Krystal flash twisted together to
form rope.
Thorax: Pine squirrel spun in dubbing loop
Note: These two flies fished in tandem is one of my favorite
nymph fishing combinations.
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You might find a BWO hatch in
the winter, but more likely there will
just be nymphs getting into the drift.
This means you’ll want to fish the
fly close to the stream bottom, and
while the nymphs are good swimmers, in most situations letting your
fly drift naturally with the current
will be most effective. At the tail
end of each cast you can impart some twitches and a little more action. One important factor seems to be size.
These are small mayflies and I have consistently found
that a size 18 will out fish a size 14 most every time.
Thus, while you might be tempted to tie these in sizes
you can actually see, remember to pick a pattern that
matches the size of the naturals where you are fishing.
They are never big!
The other mayfly nymph in my winter selection
in the bead-head pale-morning dun or PMD. In many
ways this fly looks a lot like a bead-head Hare’s ear
nymph, another very effective pattern. And like the
Hare’s ear it resembles a variety of different natural
nymphs. While this fly is called a PMD, in the winter the
real PMD’s are small and not as important as they will be
in late spring and early summer. This fly pattern, therefore, is more likely imitating a March brown nymph
(Family Heptageniidae, genus Rhithrogena) that matures
in late winter. I also tie this fly without the wingcase.
The result is a fly that looks a lot like a caddis pupa as
well as a mayfly nymph. While caddis hatches aren’t
likely in the winter, as you move into March several different caddis hatches start, and one of the best is the
Glossosoma or turtle-case caddis. The pupae of these
guys are roughly a size 16 or 18, and this fly does a reasonable job of matching them.
Like the BWO I most often fish this fly near the
bottom with a dead drift presentation using a floating
line, strike indicator and split as needed to get to the bottom. If I know caddis are hatching, I will let it sink then
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Bead-head Pale Morning Dun (Rick Hafele)

Hook: 1X short scud hook, size 12-16
Head: Gold Bead
Thread: Brown 6/0 or 8/0
Tails: 3-6 brown hen hackle fibers
Rib: Copper wire
Body: Brown nymph dubbing
Wingcase (optional): Dark grey or black
goose
Brooks Golden Stone Nymph (Charles
Brooks with slight modifications by Rick)

Thorax: Pine squirrel spun in dubbing loop
Hook: 3X long, size 10-12
Weight: 12-15 turns non-lead wire, diameter of hook shank
Thread: Black 6/0 or 8/0
Tails: 2 pheasant tail fibers
Rib: Copper wire
Body: Medium brown dubbing
Shellback: Turkey tail section pulled over top of body
Thorax: 2-4 turns of brown hen hackle
Head: Reddish brown dubbing
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use the rod to lift it back up towards the surface, a.k.a. a Leisenring lift. If you are specifically using it to imitate a
rising caddis pupa you can do away with the strike indicator, but you will probably still need a split shot on the tippet to sink it a couple feet deep unless you are fishing in very slow moving water.
Speaking of caddis, caddis larvae are also abundant during the winter months. Some of the most numerous
are the net-spinning caddis (Family: Hydropsychidae - Genus: Hydropsyche & Cheumatopsyche) and the free-living
green rock worms (Family:Rhyacophilidae - Genus: Rhyacophila). The Krystal flash green rock worm nymph is
tied to specifically match a green rock worm larva, but many species of netspinning caddis larvae are also bright
green. This nymph therefore, does a good job of imitating a wide range of available caddis larvae. You can easily
change the body color if you find that bright green isn’t exacting what you want for your area.
I almost always fish this pattern with the classic shot and indicator approach. The naturals don’t swim and
drift with little or no movement close the stream bed. The shot and indicator method matches this behavior quite
well. If you are fishing a stream where you can wade close to the water you want to fish the high-sticking and Czech
nymphing methods also work well. Like most winter nymphing, strikes will usually be soft, so any method that improves your ability to feel or see strikes the better.
The last nymph in my winter line-up is the golden stone nymph. This is just a great searching nymph pattern
that is effective all year. Golden stone nymphs (Family Perlidae) require two to three years to mature, which means
nymphs are present in different stages all the time. It also means that most nymphs are not the large (size 6, 3XL)
fully mature nymphs that hatch in late May through July. Most nymphs are LEARN FROM THE MASTERS
considerably smaller and best imitated with patterns in sizes 12 to 10.
Dave Hughes/Skip Morris/Rick Hafele
That’s what I like to use in the winter: a size 12 or 10 3XL golden stone
*3 renowned fly-fishing authors
nymph.
*3 in-depth articles each issue
The naturals are voracious predators and actively crawl around on the
*6 issues per year.
stream bottom in search of little mayflies, midges, and caddis larvae to eat.
Get a free issue of HookedNow e-zine
While active, they are not good swimmers and when drifting in the current at hookednow.com
they tend to glide and tumble until they bump into another rock to grab onto. Thus, getting your nymph close to the bottom and letting it drift naturally with the current is the best approach.
One of my favorite nymphing set-ups is to use two nymphs with the golden stone first then a small mayfly or caddis
nymph tied onto a 15 to 20 inch dropper attached to the hook bend of the golden stone. It often seems that two
nymphs out fish a single nymph, so it is definitely worth a try. Note: Fishing two flies at once is illegal in some areas- check the fishing regulations first!

Rick Hafele is a biologist, an aquatic entomologist to be exact. He’s worked over 30 years as an aquatic biologist
and has been fly fishing for over 45 years. He knows hatches better than trout. Thus, you will see how three very
experienced anglers with different backgrounds and specialties tackle the same question. A new issue of HookedNow will come out every other month with a timely topic to help you continue your development to the next stage
and enjoy fly fishing even more.
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Photos taken 11/8/11 by Tim Schubmehl
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EXTRA! EXTrA!
Jim Hoskinson

I

grew up in Youngstown, Ohio a short walk to Mill Creek Park and a short bike ride to Lake
Newport. My brother and I, occasionally friends spent many happy summer days playing in
the creek and fishing for pan fish in the lake. I read the various outdoor magazines of the day and
developed a strong interest in fishing for trout. A friend of mine actually went to Pennsylvania
where his parents took him trout fishing!
High school, college, and summer jobs left little time for fishing. In 1961 I graduated from Kent State University
with a degree in chemistry, and moved down the road to Akron –at the time the “Rubber Capital of the World.” In
the late 60’s I chose to take job in northwestern Pennsylvania where I would have to change my field to electroplating. – but would be able to fish for trout
That winter I purchased the book “Matching the Hatch” by Ernest Schwiebert, and spent many evenings tying dry
flies for the upcoming hatches that I would encounter. I learned a number of things that spring. I never saw any
hatches, and as I continued to fish flies with minimal success, I kept hearing about others who were catching their
limits with red worms and salmon eggs. I also learned that if you wanted to catch fish you had to arrive soon after
the stocking truck. If all that wasn’t bad enough by Memorial Day the water was usually too hot to support trout.
In 1980 another career opportunity took me to western New York state where I fished by boat for smallmouth on
Lake Erie, musky on the Niagara River, and salmon on Lake Ontario. I retired in 1998 and my wife’s career took us
to Charlotte in January of 1999.
One evening we came across an Orvis Shop and learned about “delayed harvest” fishing. Trout in North Carolina?
What a surprise that was! Soon I was fishing the Mitchell River and catching a lot of trout on flies that I had tied!
This is just what I had hoped for years ago in Pennsylvania.
My fishing story begins in the fall of 2000. I was mentoring a neighbor in fly fishing. The October delayed harvest
stocking went as planned but the word from Raleigh was that streams were too low and the November stocking
would be delayed until we received some rain. On the Thursday before Thanksgiving my friend and I made plans to
fish the Mitchell River. It rained that night but it didn’t seem like much to us.
As we headed north on I-77 a stocking truck was dispatched for the Armstrong Hatchery with trout for the Mitchell
River. When the truck arrived they found that one of the pumps wasn’t working. To avoid losing fish the decision
was made to dump the entire compartment at the Judsville School Road Bridge. Soon afterward Bruce and I were
arriving at the Mitchell River. There are approximately 15 pull offs along the Mitchell. We decided that we would
start at the Judsville School Road Bridge (a decision we wouldn’t regret). We parked and walked to the bridge.
TROUT EVERYWHERE!!! We hurried back to the car. It took at least twice as long to get our waders on and rods
rigged etc. - we dropped stuff, and ran into each other in our excitement. When we got to the stream I gave Bruce
one of my black woolly buggers. I realized that I had 6X tippet on my line and decided to change it to heavier material. When I finally was ready to fish, Bruce had already caught 6 fish – more than all last spring! Looking back, it
seems as though we caught fish on every cast. Some casts I remember hooking a fish only to have it get off, but
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before I got my fly in another would grab it. At one point Bruce yelled to me that he had a big fish and to come
take his picture. I said “as soon as I get this fish in.” I landed the fish and headed downstream only to have my fly
accidently hit the water. I was into another trout. “OOPs, I got another”. Bruce then hollered “Stop catching fish
and come down and take my picture!” After the photo, I noticed his woolly bugger. There was no marabou tail or
hackle on the body. It was a hook with a silver bead head and black chenille body. I tried to change it. Bruce said
“Its fine!” “Its fine!”
We laughed all the way home. We had no idea how many fish we caught.
Later, at our neighborhood Christmas party my friend told a slightly embellished version of our adventure to the
men in our cul-de-sac. At the end he said: “Yes, I know that these fish were dumb trout fresh from the hatchery.
But, you know what? I don’t care!”
jh

A view of Dave Bender’s SUV

How many fly rods are too many?
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Calendar of Events—2012
January 3 Board Meeting 6:30 Tractor Shed
January 12 General Meeting 6:45 Social 7:15 Meeting
January 31 Board Meeting 6:30 Tractor Shed
February 9 General Meeting 6:45 Social 7:15 Meeting

General Meeting Location

Mentors List
Chapter Members listed below are available to accompany
one or two members who would like to learn more about fly
fishing in our streams. If you are just beginning to fly fish,
here’s an opportunity to get help from some knowledgeable
anglers.
Bob Daubert

and Directions
Our meeting location is at the
Pardee Health Education Center

693-6262

Steve Fromholtz

674-2450*

Dave Maxwell

894-0308

Steve Herring

749-9352

Dale Klug

243-6783

inside the Blue Ridge Mall.
Anyone travelling I-26 use
Exit is 49A.
The Blue Ridge Mall is located at
1800 Four Season’s Blvd,( US 64)

Legend: * weekends only

Hendersonville, NC 28759

Reference Phone Numbers
NC Wildlife Violations

800-662-7137

NC Wildlife Resource Comm. - Doug Bessler828-659-8684
Fish Biologist - Lorie Stroup 828-877-3265 ext 219
Fish Hatchery Kiosk - Shirley Johnson horselady294@gmail.com
Water discharges on the Green River

800-829-5253

Or http://www.duke-energy.com/lakes/scheduledflow-releases.asp (TUXEDO)
Water discharges on the Nantahala River & Tuckasegee River

866-332-5253

National Trout Unlimited www.tu.org
Pisgah Chapter Trout Unlimited www.pisgahchaptertu.org
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Pisgah Chapter Directory
Director (2012)
John Johnson
828-749-1370
johnjohnson153
@gmail.com

President
Mark Byington
864-979-7436
markb@byingtonla.net
Vice President.
Chris Ellis
864-458-6240
chris.ellis@
us.michelin.com

Director (2013)
Charlie Dotson
828-245-8469
sdotson@bellsouth.net

Secretary
Shirley Johnson
828-749-1370
Horselady294@
gmail.com

Director (2013)
Joe Moore
828-551-8809
no e-mail

Treasurer
Skip Sheldon
828-891-3264
(shelhalla
@bellsouth.net)

Director (2013)
Brandon Apodaca
828-674-5161
brandona52@hotmail.com

Past President..
Kiki Matthews
828-696-1599
kikimatthews@
bellsouth.net

Webmaster
Scott Shafer
828-698-2927
sdshafer1@bellsouth.net

Director
John Kies
828-698-5207
johnkies@
bellsouth.net

Davidson River
Project Leader
Tim Schubmehl
828-891-5163
tschubmehl@hotmail.com

Director
David Pierce
828-891-8991
piercefordp
@yahoo.com
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Jim Hoskinson
828-891-8440
jimhosk@bellsouth.net

Director 2014
Mike Dennis
828-891-7219
ffmd48@yahoo.com
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